
Addendum to Agenda Item 6 of the Meeting of the River Hamble Harbour Management 
Committee on Friday 30 Sep 2022 

7.52. 3 Sep.  Support to the Warsash, Bursledon and Swanwick Regatta throughout the 
day. 

7.53.  4 Sep.  Tow of vessels displaced by the Regatta back to their proper 
moorings. Recovery of a tender, adrift, to her proper mooring.   

7.54.  5 Sep.  Preparation for Sea Cadet visit.  Tow of a yacht, displaced by the 
Regatta, back to her proper mooring.  Attended Hamble Jetty to disperse a 
group of youths climbing on and jumping from the Pink Ferry.   

7.55.  6 Sep.   Search for a vessel reported as speeding in the Upper River.  Moved 
on a vessel (crew taking lunch) from a private mid-stream mooring. 
Assistance given to a visiting Dutch yacht at Hamble Jetty.   

7.56.  7 Sep.   Replaced fenders on a number of mid-stream moored vessels in 
moderate to high winds.  

7.57.  8 Sep.  Assistance given to the owner of a vessel in using the pump-out 
facility.  Recovered a  large branch from the Main Channel to Warsash for 
disposal.  Heavy rain.  Commercial fit of new pile lines to a mid-stream 
moored yacht. Death of Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II announced.  
Harbour Flag lowered to half mast. 

7.58.   9 Sep.  Pump-out of the flooded cockpit of a moored motor vessel at 
Warsash.  Check of a mid-stream moored yacht at the request of her owner 
following a report of a berthing collision. Re-furling of a loose mainsail 
observed on a mid-stream moored yacht. 

7.59.  10 Sep.  Pump-out of a flooded cockpit in a mid-stream moored yacht. Fore-
hatch noted to be missing on the same vessel. Liaison with owner.  Makeshift 
hatch cover fitted temporarily.  

7.60.  11 Sep.  Re-secured loose mainsheet on a mid-stream married yacht.   
Liaison with Sea Start to arrange movement of a yacht broken down from a 
private mooring. Pile survey with the Crown Estate mooring contractor.  
Liaison with Southampton Harbour Master regarding a vessel of interest. 

7.61.  12 Sep. Recovered two sections of tree stump from the Main Channel near 
the RHCP Jetty.  Boat coding work. 

7.62.  13 Sep.  Recovered a large fallen tree from the Upper River to Warsash for 
disposal.  Re-secured a mid-stream moored yacht following a report of a 
parted head rope.  Liaison with owner. Liaison with Natural England relating to 
salt marsh protection.  Pumped out inundated RIB at Warsash.  Clean of tide 
and air gauges. 

7.63.  14 Sep.   Warsash slipway clearance. Recovered a large log from the Main 
Channel at the mouth of the River.  Slowed and warned a speeding RIB off 
Warsash. Liaison with Hampshire Marine Police Unit regarding a stolen RIB.  



7.64.  15 Sep.  Moved on a school yacht from the mid-stream Visitors’ Pontoon – 
staying beyond the free allowed training period of 30 minutes.  Recovered a 
section of wood from the Mian Channel at Swanwick.   

7.65.  16 Sep.  Stopped and warned verbally the skipper of a small RIB speeding off 
Swanwick.  Moved on a small vessel made fast to No 13 buoy.  Assistance 
given (tow) to a yacht with propulsion failure at the mouth of the River.  

7.66.  17 Sep.  Moved on a school yacht from the mid-stream Visitors’ Pontoon – 
staying beyond the free allowed training period of 30 minutes.   

7.67.  18 Sep.  Marshalling outbound yachts to the correct side of the channel in the 
mouth of the River.   2000.  National one-minute’s silence in the memory of 
Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II. 

7.68.  19 Sep.  Funeral of Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II. 

7.69.  20 Sep.  Routine liaison with Hamble Life Boat.  Towed a broken down yacht 
from a vacant private mooring to her proper berth. 

7.70.  21 Sep.  Dismantling of large logs at Warsash for disposal.  Routine Visitors’ 
Pontoon maintenance. 

7.71.  22 Sep.  Jetty maintenance Warsash. 

7.72.  23 Sep.  Moved on a visiting school yacht from a private mooring.  Positioning 
at the mouth of the River to enforce speed limit during busy period of traffic.  
Pump out of inundated tenders at Warsash following period of heavy rain.  
Routine liaison with Hampshire Marine Police Unit (briefing of new officers). 

7.73. 24 Sep.  Liaison with Hamble Life Boat.  Attended a small motor vessel 
apparently adrift in the mouth of the River.  No assistance required. Attended 
a small yacht aground on Hamble Spit.   Yacht pulled clear and departed. 

7.74. 25 Sep.  Recovered three large branches from the Main Channel in the Upper 
River.  Assistance given to the owner of a small yacht in securing to his 
mooring.  Re-secured pile lines on a mid-stream moored yacht. 

7.75.  26 Sep.  Liaison with Solent Coast Guard and Southampton Patrol to recover 
a small broken down motor vessel to Warsash.  Routine liaison with UK 
Border Force regarding vessels of interest. Light audit. 

7.76. 27 Sep.  Visitors’ Pontoon maintenance.  Liaison with Hampshire Marine 
Police Unit – introduction of new officer. 

7.77. 28 Sep.  Visit of Carolyn Williamson – CEO Hampshire County Council. 
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